1. Preliminaries. Notations are for the most part as in [RU] . Throughout this paper n will be a fixed positive integer, usually n > 1. (Our results are all standard when n = 1; including the case n = 1 would occasionally necessitate dividing our notation, if not our argument, into two cases.) For z, w cz C set (z, w) = E"_xzfw, andz = <z, z>1/2; let B = {z g C:\z\ < 1} and S ={fe C": |f| = lj.Forz g C"
we will sometimes write z = (z,, z'), where z, g C, z' g Cn_1. where Paz = (z, a)a/(a, a) is the orthogonal projection of z onto the subspace of C" spanned by a, and Paz + Qaz = z. By continuity, let c|>0(z) = -z. (Note <j>a(a) = 0, <ha(0) = a, <>a(*a(z)) = z.) Let M be the group of biholomorphic mappings of B onto B. Then 4>a cz M for a cz B. Further, any \p cz M has a unique representation \p = t7 ° <£" for some a cz B and U cz <%; here °U = ^(n) cz M is the unitary group (see, e.g., [RU, Theorems 2.2.2, 2.2.5]). It follows that \p cz M extends to a continuous ip: B -> B; ip(S) = S.
Let a denote surface area measure on S, normalized so that a(S) = 1. The notations LP(S), \\f\\p, etc. refer to a.
Suppose £2 is an open subset of B,f cz C2(Q) and a cz Q; define Af(a) = ^1A(f°<Pa)(0). l|i-<*,Ol i 7/ju « a (complex Borel) measure on S andz G 5, r/ic?« P\p\(z)^\ P(z,l)dp(l).
If H < < a, that is if dp. = fda,f cz Ll(a), we will write P[f] in place of P [p] .
Note that P[p] is M-harmonic in B for any /j; if / is M-harmonic in B and continuous on B then/|B = .P[/|s], etc. [RU, §3.3] .
The operator P is M-invariant:
1.3 Proposition [RU, Theorem 3.3.8] . /// g L\S) and xh cz M, then P[f°ip] = P[f]°t-1.4 Theorem [RU, Theorem 4.3.3] . Suppose u is M-harmonic in B. There exists a measure p. such that u = P [pt] if and only if fs\u(r^)\da (^) is a bounded function of r cz [0,1).
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Minor modifications of the proof of Corollary 2 to Theorem 4.2.4 in [RU] suffice to prove the following somewhat stronger theorem:
1.5 Theorem. Suppose fi is an open subset of B and f is measurable and locally bounded in fi. Then fis M-harmonic in fi if and only if f(a) = ff(4>M))do(!;) Js for any a cz fi and r > 0 such that <$>a(rB) c fi.
1.6 Corollary.
Suppose fi is an open subset of B, f is M-harmonic in fi and fj converges to f uniformly on compact subsets o/fi asj -* oo. Then f is M-harmonic in fi.
Closely related to Corollary 1.6 is Proposition 1.10. First a few preliminaries: Let m denote Lebesgue measure in C".
1.7 Definition. Define a measure r in B by dr(z) = (1 -\z\2)~"~1 dm(z). The motivation for this definition is that t is M-invariant: For fez Ll(r) and ype=M,fBf°\r>dT = JBfdT [RU, Theorem 2.2.6].
1.8 Proposition.
If u is M-harmonic in fi, an open subset of B, and <j>a(rB) c fi,
Proof. By the M-invariance of t and the fact that <$>a is its own inverse, the right-hand side equals
Integrate in polar coordinates and apply Theorem 1.5. Q.E.D.
1.9 Lemma. // fi is a connected open subset of B, a cz fi and K is a compact subset of fi, then there exists C = CK with the following property: If u ^ 0 is M-harmonic in fi, then u(z) < Cu(a) for all z G K.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case K = <j>a(rB) c fi. Pick e > 0 such that <t>z(eB) Q fi for all z g <j>a(rB); now pick rx < 1 such that <pz(eB) c <t>a(rxB) c fi for all z g <j>a(rB). Then since u ^ 0, two applications of Proposition 1.8 show that
for all z G <pa(rB). Q.E.D.
1.10 Proposition. Suppose («y} is a nondecreasing sequence of M-harmonic functions in the connected open subset fi of B. Let u(z) = lim^^w^z).
Ifu(z0) < oo for one z0 G fi, then u(z) < oo for all z cz fi and u is M-harmonic in fi.
Proof. Replacing Uj by Uj -u0, we may assume Uj ^ 0. Now Lemma 1.9 shows u is locally bounded in fi, so that Theorem 1.5 and the monotone convergence theorem imply u is M-harmonic in fi. Q.E.D.
Our next goal is to say something about the "A-Dirichlet problem" in rB for 0 < r < 1 (Theorem 1.14). If r = 1 this problem is solved by the invariant Poisson kernel P(z, f). Unfortunately A is far from being dilation-invariant [RU, Theorem 4.4.10] so that a solution in B does not automatically lead to a solution in rB, as in the Euclidean case. Nevertheless some information can be obtained: We begin with the case of continuous boundary data:
1.11 Proposition [RU, Lemma 5.5.4] . Suppose f cz C(S), 0 < r < 1. Then there exists a unique u e C(rB) such that u is M-harmonic in rB and u(r£) = /(f) (f G S). uniformly as p -* r for fez C(S), the family {P : 0 < p < r} must be an approximate identity (for each fixed r): Given e > 0, given a neighborhood A of ex in S, there exists p0 < r such that f Pr,pedo < e forp0< p < r.
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Using all the various remarks we have made since the proof of Lemma 1.13 one may prove the following theorem by fairly standard arguments:
1.14 Theorem. Let 0 < r < 1. We come finally to our principal object of study: Note. The abbreviations "M-sh" and " u.s.c." will be used for "M-subharmonic" and " upper semicontinuous".
Note. Although we will not be using this fact explicitly, we should point out that, for u G C2(fi), u is M-sh if and only if Am > 0.
The following may be proved exactly as in the classical case of subharmonic functions on R" [HE, p. 59 Note. If u is M-sh in B, then ur cz Ll(S) for 0 < r < 1: ur is bounded above since u is u.s.c., and fsurdo > -oo by (ii) in the definition of "M-sh". We finally state 1.22 Theorem. Ifu is M-sh in B, then the following are equivalent: (i) u has a least M-harmonic majorant.
(ii) u has an M-harmonic majorant.
(iii) /sw(rf) cia(f) is bounded above for 0 < r < 1. Q.E.D.
Proof. It is trivial that (i) implies (ii) and that (ii) implies (iii). Suppose (iii). Then
Similarly:
1.23 Theorem. Ifu is M-sh in B, then the following are equivalent: (i) u has a least M-harmonic majorant of the form P[fi]for some (Borel) measure /x on S.
(ii) For some p, T'[jti] > u.
(iii) /sw+(rf) do(£) is bounded for 0 < r < 1. exists; this gives (iv). Now suppose (iv). Since u ^ \u\, Theorem 1.22 implies that u has a least Mharmonic majorant v. The construction of v in the proof of Theorem 1.22, together with Theorem 1.14, implies that for r < 1
2. The Riesz decomposition. Recall that t is an M-invariant measure in B (Definition 1.7).
2.1 Definition.
For any functions f, h on B such that the integral is defined, f*h(z)= f f(h°<p:)dr.
The invariance of t and the fact that cfe;1 = </>, imply that / * h = h* f. If /, h ez I}(t) and one of/ and h is radial, then Fubini's theorem and the fact that |<p,(w)| = 1^(2)1 show that f * h is defined almost everywhere and jBf * h dr = JBfdrJBhdT.
Note. In general fBf*hdr + jBfdr jBh dr. (For example, in case n = 1: if jBf dr = jBh dr = 1, /, h > 0, / is concentrated near a ez B and h is concentrated near -a, one may calculate that fBf * h dr is approximately (1 -|a|2)(l + |a|2)-1.) This problem could be avoided by taking JBf(w)h(<j>w(z)) dr(w) as the definition of f * h(z), but this approach leads to other problems. We are interested in this convolution simply as a tool: In each of the applications below one of the functions is radial, so this problem does not arise.
2.2 Proposition. ///, x, h e L\r) andxis radial, then (f *x)*h = / *(x * h).
Proof. (Since u is M-sh, so is ux; now the definition of "M-sh" and an integration in polar coordinates show ux * xr > ux.) Q.E.D. We now introduce the "Green's function" associated with A: 2.6 Definition. For z g B g(z) = cJ1(l-t2)"-\-2^dt.
(Here cn is a positive constant, the value of which will be determined in the proof of Proposition 2.8.) Note, g: B -» (0, oo ]; g(0) = oo.
Lemma. The function -g is M-sh in B.
Proof. One sees that g is C2 in B \ {0} and that Ag(z) = 0 for z =£ 0. Hence if z ± 0 and 0 < r < \z\ = r(z), -g(z) -/ (-*)(*(i*))<fe(«.
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On the other hand, -g(0) = -oo, so for any r > 0 -g(0) < / (-g)(*o(rS))doU).
Q.E.D. 2.13 Lemma. Suppose {ry} decreases to zero asj -» oo; suppose Xj ^ 0, Xj is radial, fnXjdr = 1, and support(Xy) Q {z: rj+x < \z\ < r,}. Then for any u M-sh in B and any z g B the sequence u*Xj(z) decreases tou(z)asj-> oo,
Proof. Fix z ez B. Suppose t > u(z). Since u is u.s.c. there exists r > 0 such that u(w) < t for w ez <j>z(rB). Hence foxj large enough that r < r u*Xj(z)= f u(w)xj(4>z(w))dr(w) < tf Xjdr = t, JB JB i.e., limsupy^^M * Xj(z) < «(z)-Ofi me other hand, integration in polar coordinates shows u*Xj> u; hence hmj^xu*Xj(z) -"(2)-Similarly the remark following Corollary 1.20 shows that u * Xj decreases asj -» 00. Q.E.D.
2.14 Theorem. Suppose u < 0 is M-s/i in v3 anci hmr^1/sM(rf )c/a(f) = 0. T/ie?« m(0) = -}Bgdp, where "dp = Audr" in the sense of Theorem 2.5. We can finally prove the Riesz Decomposition Theorem:
2.16 Theorem. Suppose u is M-sh in B and has an M-harmonic majorant. Let h be the least M-harmonic majorant of u, and let 11 be the measure in B with "dp = Audr " (Theorem 2.5). Then for all z G B u(z) = h(z) -f G(z,w)dp(w). where "dp = Audr". A theorem of Koranyi [RU, Theorem 5.49] shows that h has admissible limits almost everywhere. Let v(z) = fBG(z, w)dp,(w); we are done if we show w(rf) -» 0 as r -* 1 for almost every f g S. If m(0) = -oo, then jBgdp = oo, so Theorem 3.3 does not quite apply directly. However: Let ii = /x, + /x2, where /x, has compact support and it2 vanishes in some neighborhood of 0 (/x/ > 0). Pick a ez B with u(a) > -oo; thus fBg ° <f>adp < oo. Now g(z)(g(<pa(z)))~1 is bounded if z stays away from zero; hence fBgdri1 < oo. Let i>y(z) = jBG(z,w)dpj(w). Theorem 3.3 shows u2(rf) -» 0 a.e. But px has compact support so vx(r£) -* 0 uniformly on S as r -» 1; hence v(r£) -» 0 a.e. Q.E.D.
The rest of this section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.3. Throughout this section we will assume that /x is a positive measure in B with /Bgciit < oo. Since, as above, fBG(z, w)dp(w) approaches zero uniformly as \z\ -> 1 if ju. has compact support, we may (and shall!) assume n(\B) = 0.
3.4 Definition. For z cz B,
10, \z\ > i, gi= g-go-Let G0(z, w) = go(<Mw)). Gx = G -G0. f Xdp= f X\-ff)g(z)dp(z). f Gx(z,w)dp(w)= f ---^-gdp.
<cf -*--1-rg(w)dp(w)
3.8 Corollary.
For X > 0 al|fG5: sup j Gx (rf, w)dp(w) > X j < ^f gdfi.
Proof. Combining Theorems 5.2.4 and 5.4.5 of [RU] shows that tr({f ezS: sup P[jx](rf) > x}) < £||A||.
(In fact, the theorems in [RU] give a much stronger result!) So, noting that IIAII = Jsgdr1! the desired inequality follows directly from Proposition 3.7. Q.E.D.
We will be done when we have established the analogue of Corollary 3.8 with "Gx" replaced by "G0" (Proposition 3.19 ). This requires a bit of preparation: 3.9 Definition. For z ez B, 0 < r < 1, set Vr(z) = <p,(rB). For f g S, 0 < R < 1, 0 < r < 1, set QrR(S) = tr(Vr(RO), where tt: B\ {0} -> S is defined by tr(z) = z/\z\.
3.10 Lemma. Forz, a,w ez B, |4»r($fl(w))| = \<p^(z)(w)\.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.2, there exists U ez fy with <pz ° <pa = t/o^(7).
Q.E.D.
3.11 Lemma. <t>a(Vr(z)) = Vr(<Pa(z)).
Proof. By Lemma 3.10 the following are equivalent:
w ez $a(Vr(z)) *a(w) e Vr(z) *♦.<*)(>") e rB wez Vr(<pa(z)).
3.12 Lemma. For a,z ez B, |<#>a(z)| < \a\ + \z\.
Proof. One checks that for x, y ez [0,1] 2 (l-x2) (l-y2) l-(x+y) <-.
(1 + xy)2 It follows that
The following is a key step in the proof of the "covering lemma" needed for Lemma 3.16: 3.13 Lemma. If Vr(z) n Vr,(z') * 0 and r' < r, then Vr,(z') c V3r(z). (For r > 1 set Vr(z) = 5.)
Proof. By Lemma 3.11 we may assume z = 0: rB n Vr.(z') =£ 0; i.e, there exists w> with \w\ < r, |cpz/(w)| < r' < r. Now Lemma 3.12 shows |*H+w(*w(*'))|<M+k(*')|<2'.
So for any 7 g Fr-(z') bl = k'(*z'(^))l < 1*1 + kv(>0l < 2r + r' < 3r, i.e., Kr,(z') c 3rB. Q.E.D.
3.14 Lemma. For 0 < r < \, \ < R < 1, f g S, o(QrR($)) ~ (1 -R2)"r2"-1.
(Here A -B means AB'1 andA'lB are bounded.)
Proof. By unitary invariance, we may assume f = ex. For r, p small, let fi;={^:0<l-c<p2r2,|(9|<p2r}, and set Nf = (f g 5: f, ez fi£}. Formula 1.4.5(2) in [RU] and integration in polar coordinates shows a<N') = ^-fp2r f1
Hence we need only show that c, c' exist such that for p2 = 1 -R2
AT c QR(ex) c Nfr.
Proof that Nf c QrR(ex): We need to show that if c is small enough, f g S and fx = teie with |0| < c(l -R2)r and 0 < 1 -/ < c2(l -R2)r2, then there exists R' such that R'f g Vr(Rex) (so that f g ir(Vr(Rex))). In fact this holds with R' = R:
One checks that Rf g <pRli(rB) if and only if |1 -R2f,|2 < (1 -R2)2/(l -r2).
If f, = te'e where t, 0 are as above, then |l -R%\2 = 2R2t(l -cosfl) +(R2(1 -0 + 1 -Rz)
If c is small enough, then 1 + 3c2r2 + cV < 1/(1 -r2) for 0 < r < \.
Proof that QR(ex) c Nfr: We need to show that if z e Vr(Rex) and z/|z| = f = (fi, D where f, = te", then 1 -t < (c')2(l -R2)r2 and |0| < c'(l -R2)r. As on p. 29 of [RU] , z g Vr(rex) implies r2j82
• r2/?
where
It follows that |z, -R| < c,r(l -R2) (which implies \zx\ > c2 > 0 so |z| > c2) and that |z'| < c3r ( 
7=0
Note. We are assuming n > 1 here\
Proof. This is immediate from the fact that g0 < cEy°=02y/., which follows in turn from the fact that g(z) ~ |z|-2" + 2 for |z| < \. Q.E.D. 3.20 Definition. For $ ez S Mft(f) = sup f G(R£,w)dp(w).
Combining Corollary 3.8 and Proposition 3.19 establishes 3.21 Theorem. For X > 0 a({f GS:Mii(f)>A})< £/ gcixx.
Since JBG(z, w)dp(w) -* 0 uniformly as \z\ -> 1 if /x has compact support, Theorem 3.21 implies Theorem 3.3 by a standard argument: let e > 0. Let it = /x, + ii2 where fix has compact support, jBgdp,2 < e2/c (this "c" is as in the statement of Theorem 3.21). Then (fGSMimsup f G(RZ,w)dp(w) > e) = (f G S: limsup ( G(Rf, w)c/ii2(w) > e) I R-l •'8 ' c {f G5:MM2(f)>e}.
So Theorem 3.21 shows that o jf G S: limsup j G(R$,w)dp(w) > e\) < e for any e > 0; thus /BG(Rf, w)dp(w) -> 0 a.e. Q.E.D.
4. A counterexample. As mentioned in the introduction, Theorem 3.1 becomes false if radial limits are replaced by limits in any sort of "approach region": Let fi be any open subset of B containing {/•e1:0<r<l}.
Shrinking fi if necessary, assume that (7fi = fi for all U ez % such that Uex = ex (i.e., if (zx, z') ez fi and |w'| = \z'\, then (zx, vv') g fi). For f G S, set fi? = f/fi, where U ez <^is such that Uex = f. (Our hypothesis on fi implies that fi? is well defined. Proof. Let {z}} be a discrete subset of B such that every fif contains infinitely many zfs. Let cy > 0 be such that T.Cjg(Zj) < oo. Let u = IZcjSj, where 8-is the point mass at z •, and let u(z) = -I G(z,w)dp.(w).
JB Theorem 3.3 shows u has radial limit 0 almost everywhere; on the other hand u(Zj) = -oo for all/ Q.E.D.
